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Scenery definition for students

DefinitionsSynonymsSentencesQuotesSpanish Scenery is defined as landscape features that exist in a certain area, or painted sets created to represent places and surroundings in theatrical productions. A California coast, the beaches you see are an example of landscape. The set that was painted for a play to show the interior of a
house is an example of landscape. Name A view or view of natural features, especially in the heart of the country. Enjoy the varied mountain landscapes. Name Decors, drapes, furniture and other accessories on a stage that represent the location of a scene. Name Painted screens, sets, hangings, etc., used on stage to represent places
and surroundings in a play, opera, etc. name The general appearance of a place; characteristics of a landscape. Name View, natural features, landscape. Landscape name is a word for how a place looks, especially a beautiful outdoor place. In addition, the landscape is false background in a play. If you go to a place with mountains, and
beautiful trees, and beautiful sky, then it has great landscapes. The landscape is what you can look at outside. If a place is simple, ugly or sorry, you might say, Not many landscapes. In addition, painters and set designers create sets for plays. In theatre, the landscape can represent anything: buildings, trees or the interior of a house. If a
room has many different settings, then it needs a lot of landscapes. Landscape Definitions 1 they worked all night to paint the landscape Synonyms: Scene Types: show 6 types... hide 6 guys... backdrop, backdrop, background decorations suspended at the back of the flat décor of the scene consisting of a wooden frame covered with
painted canvas; part of a masking staging, masking the décor of the play used to block the audience's view of parts of the stage that should not be seen play a piece of landscape intended to stand alone as part of the behind-the-scenes staging, Flat wing an apartment located in the wings teaser, executioner, executioner of an apartment
on either side of the stage to prevent the audience from seeing in the wings Type of: set, representation scene composed of the landscape and other properties used to identify the location of a dramatic production / SEE SYNONYMS FOR the landscape ON THESAURUS.COMthe general appearance of a place; the aggregate of devices
that give character to a landscape.hangings, draperies, structures, etc., used on a stage to represent a place or provide decorative background.1 terrain, view, environment. SEE SYNONYMES FOR landscapes ON THESAURUS.COMMaster these essential literary terms and you'll talk like your English in no time. A protagonist is the main
character of a story, or lead. Can you identify the anonymity of the protagonist, or the opposite of a hero or heroine? TAKE THE QUIZ FOR KNOW chewing the landscape, to act melodramatically; Exaggerate. First recorded in 1740-1750; -eryscenarist scene, scend, stage, stage dock, stage master, landscape, scene-stealer, scenic,
scenic railway, scenic scenic scenographyDictionary.com Unabridged Based on the Random House Unabridged Dictionary, © Random House, Inc. 2020decor, furniture, terrain, décor, landscape, show, backdrop, furniture, perspective, flat, vista, set, neighborhood, sphere, view, accessories, apartments, properties, staging, stagingFor
me, everything about the experience was new, a welcome and deeply needed change of pace and landscape of food always boiled, never baked in my college dining room. In 2018, I wrote about research by Linda Schucker of the University of Munster in which volunteers were invited to reflect on their form of running, their breathing or
the landscape that ensued them while their operating economy was measured. For others, and I suppose for the vast majority of us, lockdown felt like an endless battle uphill with little or no change of scenery. With cool weather and beautiful scenery, autumn is a great time to run. Sometimes there are great landscapes or wildlife that you
want to check out. But I think it was the ports, the boats and the landscape that first captured his imagination, she added. But before you can say, Can anyone please clean up these jungle bars, we had a complete landscape change. We literally had to have another cabin on the other side, so the landscape goes the same way. Fancy a
change of scenery, I decide to leave the InStyle/Warner Bros. party. However, the setting of this production annus mirabilis has always been rather fragile. They write music for what it's worth as music, not as a set. Great pianists on piano playing James Francis CookeIt was delayed at the theatre by questions about the setting of the new
play they were to stage the next day. Scaramouche- Scaramouche Rafael SabatiniI would have admired the landscape if my time had not been busy holding on, and catching my breath. Corners and corners of the New England coast Samuel Adams Drake's The Last Walk in Autumn is another poem inspired by the local landscape.
Whittier land Samuel T. PickardThe landscape of the area is described, and useful information given about the Klondike, and its flora and fauna. List of a mother's children's books Gertrude Weld Arnoldthe natural features of a landscapetheatre painted canvases, scenic structures, etc., used to represent a location in a theater or
studioC18: from the Italian screenplayCollins English Dictionary - Complete and Unabridged 2012 Digital Edition © William Collins Sons and Co. Ltd. 1979, 1986 © HarperCollins Publishers 1998, 2000, 2003, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2009, 2012WORD OF THE DAYcordateadjective [kawr-deyt] SEE DEFINITIONBook Your online tutor now and
Save!© 2020 Dictionary.com, LLC 2 entries for the landscape. To select an entry, click on it. Main entrance: 1land-scape Pronunciation: lan(d)-skp Function: name 1: an image of natural landscapes2: the land that can be seen at a glance Pronunciation Symbols Video: pronunciation of Show more... Use Trends View for: All Years Last 10
Years The Last 50 Years The Last 100 Years 300 Years In Other Languages Translate your text for free Source Landscape Definition of Collins' Collins English Dictionary New by Collins Sign up for our newsletter Get the latest news and access exclusive updates and offer Sign Me Eight Gaelic Words from the Collins English Dictionary
English is a language that has seen its vocabulary shaped and influenced by many neighboring languages from around the world over the years... including some who are a little closer to home. Read more International Volunteer Day International Volunteer Day (sometimes shortened to IVD) takes place every year on December 5. It is an
International Day created by the United Nations to recognize and promote the contribution of volunteers and voluntary organizations to the well-being of people around the world. Read more than 11 words and phrases from Nottingham Eh up, duck me! Here are a few words and phrases you might hear in and around Nottingham! Read
more Collins English Dictionary Apps Download our English Dictionary apps - available for iOS and Android. Read more Collins Dictionaries for Schools Our new online dictionaries for schools provide a safe and appropriate environment for children. And best of all is the free ad, so sign up now and start using it at home or in the
classroom. Read more Word Lists We have nearly 200 word lists of topics as varied as types of butterflies, jackets, currencies, vegetables and knots! Surprise your friends with your new acquaintances! Read more Join the Collins community All the latest wordy news, language insights, offers and contests every month. Read more Score
Scrabble for Landscape:12 the natural features of a region, like mountains, valleys, rivers and forests, when you think of what they are attractive to look atThe landscape is magnificent.to enjoy the landscapeSynonyms countrycountrylandscapecountrysideterrainlandsces are all words for remote areas of cities and towns, with fields, woods
and farms.country (often the country) an area that is far from cities and towns , especially one with special natural features: It lives in the country.an area of wooded countrylandscape all you can see when you look across a large area of land, especially in the country: This model of wood and fields is typical of the English
landscape.countryside land outside cities and towns, with fields , woods and farms. The countryside is usually used when you talk about the beauty or tranquility of a country area: a small village in French countryside. (formal) terrain. The land is used when describing natural area, for example if it is rough, flat, etc.: The truck hit its way on
rough terrain. land (usually land) countryside; the way people live in the country as opposed to in cities: Many young people leave the land to find work in cities.landscape the natural characteristics of a region, such as valleys, rivers and forests, especially when these are attractive to look at: We stopped on the mountain pass to admire the
scenery. Patternsmountainous/mountain/wild/rugged country/landscape/landscape/terrain/beautiful/glorious/dramatic/dramatic/open country/landscape/landscape/land/landrolling/landrolling/country/countryside/countryside/landExtra ExamplesFor a complete change of landscape, take a ferry to one of the islands. The hotel is located in the
midst of spectacular mountain scenery. The river runs through a rich variety of landscapes. We stopped on the mountain pass to admire the scenery. Oxford Collocations Dictionaryadjectiveverb - landscapescenery - verbprepositionamid (the) landscape in (the) landscape across (the) landscape ... phrasesthe beauty of the landscapeA



change of scenerySe the full entrance of the painted background that is used to represent natural features or buildings on a theater stageThis table is part of the landscape for act 2.Wordfinderbackdropcostumecurtainfootlightspropprosceniumscenerysetstagethe wingsTopics Film and theatreb1Oxford Collocations Dictionaryverb -
sceneryprepositionSee full entry Word Originmid 18th cent. (earlier as a scenary): from the Italian script, from Latin scena 'scene'. The change in the end was due to the association with -ery. ery.
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